
ALP, 111, 1911, AND THE GONIOMETER 
 

 
 
 
All through Finnegans Wake there are numerous        
associations of the number 111 with Anna Livia Plurabelle 
(A.L.P. and variants). For example, Alp has 111 riverine 
children, her "alevins"1(201.27) (11 is sometimes pronounced 

ahleven) or alvin2  in tow; 111 is similar to the canji for river,

, Anna Livia’s natural state and mobile form; the linear 

aspect of the number also imitates ALP's long, rich, bog-red 
hair3; and, tail to head, the three ones form a triangle, a delta, 
Alp’s siglum, woman's silky triangle4, the Origin of the World5.  
 
Central to the ALP diagramme (Fig. 1) are two triangles in 
white which form a lozenge - a playing card diamond. Yet, 
when translated into three dimensions, as with the natural 
course of most things pursued in the Wake, the lozenge takes 
the form of an octahedron (Fig. 3) embedded in spheres. In 
mineralogical drawings, the borders of faces hidden behind a 
crystal are defined by broken lines much like in the bottom 
triangle in the ALP diagramme. Is Joyce suggesting three 
dimensionality? Is the bottom triangle buried or covered by 
clothes? Fig. 4 6 illustrates how a crystal’s faces can be projected 
onto the interior surface of a sphere. Note how the 111 faces 

                                                 
1 Alevin: Ale and wine is floated up and down the Liffey and Barrow rivers "And a 
barrowload of guenesis hoer his head." (006.27). Barrow River and bar owl. 
2 Alvin: Recently hatched fish, especially fish of the Salmonidae family. 
3 "her singimari saffron strumans of hair, parting them and soothing her and 
mingling it, that was deepdark and ample like this red bog at sundown." (203.24-27) 
4 Mezabota, O. 2014. Kev's Sermon ad Usum Dolphi-Ini. Fwake-L Forum, 15 p. 
5 Gustave Courbet, 1866. L'Origine du monde. Paris, painting. 
6 Bloss, F. D. (1961). An Introduction to the Methods of Optical Crystallography. 
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York, 294 pp. 

Fig. 1. The ALP diagramme (fw293). 

Fig.3. Octahedron with Miller indices 
and axes1. See Fig. Sup. 1. 

 

Fig.2.  The hemispheres, overlapping not yet. See Fig. Sup. 3. 

 

N.B. See red? Click to follow. 

http://www.musee-orsay.fr/index.php?id=851&L=0&tx_commentaire_pi1%5BshowUid%5D=125&no_cache=1
http://fuyublog.files.wordpress.com/2013/07/piningforsweets-fb4.pdf
http://fuyublog.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/kevs-sermon-ad-usum-dolphini.pdf
http://fuyublog.wordpress.com/
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/33269592


would eventually form an octahedron if they were extended. In 
Millerian notation, commonly used in mineralogy, each crystal 
face of an octahedron is assigned the number 111 (the the 
individual faces differentiated by superscript bars). Several 
important minerals have an octahedral form when euhedral 
(fully developed crystal form): diamond, gold7, spinel. The 
number of faces of an octahedron, 8, is a feminine, even 
number and women’s symbol stood upright.  

 
           Fig. 4. A cubic crystal projection. From Bloss4. 
 
Joyce’s writing in Finnegans Wake invites coincidence and it 
can’t easily be know for sure if he was aware of Miller indices. 
He did own a copy of the 1911 Encyclopædia Britannica8 which 
has this to say about the octahedron's 111s:  

 
“The angles between the axes and the ratio of the lengths of the 
parameters OA: OB: OC (usually given as a: b: c) are spoken of as the " 
elements " of a crystal, and are constant for and characteristic of all 
crystals of the same substance … In the cubic system, for example, the 
three crystallographic axes are taken parallel to the three tetrad axes of 
symmetry, i.e. parallel to  the edges of the cube (fig. 5) or joining the 
opposite corners of the octahedron (fig. 3), and they are therefore all at 
right angles; the parametral plane (in) is a face of the octahedron, and the 
parameters are all of equal length. The indices of the eight faces of the 

octahedron will then be (111, (1ī1), (11ī), (1īī), (ī11), (īī1), (111), (111). 

The symbol (111) indicates all the faces belonging to this simple form.” 

 
It would have been convenient for this interpretation if Fig. 3 
had been present in the 1911 encyclopædia article however the 
long list of 111s would certainly have attracted Joyce’s eye.            

                                                 
7 Gold crystals are cubic (system) and most often euhedral forms are 
octahedral (like diamonds). In the Oghum or Old Irish, Early Medieval 

alphabet, gold (and ivy/spindle tree) has its own character, ᚖ, named Ór 

from L. from Latin aurum. See Fig. 7 
8 http://archive.org/details/encyclopaediabrit07chisrich 

Fig. 5. Gold (Au). Truncated octehedron. Giomi, L. 
et al. 2012. Molecular tilt on monolayer-protected 
nanoparticles  Europhysics Letters, v. 97.  

Fig 6. Finn's Window. Book of Ballymote (AD 

1390). Note character ᚖ (Ór, gold) at 4:00 o'clock. 

http://archive.org/details/encyclopaediabrit07chisrich


 
Joyce's writing style also encourages future coincidences. A true 
coincidence of this type, supported by the firm law of 
superimposition of published dates and death (Joyce’s), can be 
noted in a passage recently brought to my attention.9 Bolded 
glosses are mine. 

    
                                                                                     “Make 
me feel good in the moontime. It will all take bloss as oranged at 
St Audiens rosan chocolate chapelry with my diamants blickfeast 
after at minne owned hos for all the catclub to go cryzy and 
Father Blesius Mindelsinn will be beminding hand. Kyrielle ela- 
tion! Crystal elation! Kyrielle elation! Elation immanse! Sing to 
us, sing to us, sing to us! Amam! ” (528.04-10) 

 
F.D. Bloss, “bloss” (528.05), published his textbook of optical 
mineralogy in 1961 so the reference to diamonds breakfast 
(diamants, Fr., diamonds are often octehedral when euhedral) 
minne (mine, Fr. pronunciation), crystal elation seem to be 
related to gloss/lustre rather than Dr. Bloss. There is also a hint 
of crystals in audio electronics in “sing to us” (528.09-10) and 
so on. The elevation of the sacrament might also be 
investigated in relation to the ALP diagramme. 
 

As for the goniometer (Fig. 510), well 
aside from being a beautiful word,   
full of smoothness and frisson (Fig. 
Sup. 6) it is also an important 
instrument for the measurement of 
crystal angles and necessary for the 
establishment of crystallographic 
indices… more is available in the 
1911 Ed. Article on crystallography. 

 
 

As further evidence that this diagramme was meant to be 3D I 
suggest that he meant the circles to represent globes; day and 
night? Cartographers have marked off space on the globe by 
creating 360° of Latitude and 360° of Longitude. Each degree 
of Longitude at the equator and of each degree Latitude equals 
111 km.  

 
Further work 
Write a “Previous work” section. 
Study more closely the relationship of the diagramme to the 
text and marginalia of p. 293. In particular communication, 
cartography (particularly projection and parallax/pair o' lax), 
Flaubert's Le Spirale and vacuum tubes (C.G. Dubois, a(au) 
"ding in the woods" 293.13).  

                                                 
9 Reisman, Karl. 2013. Pers. Comm. 
10 Dana, J.D. 1883. Manual of Mineralogy and Lithology. Wiley, New York, 474 p. 

Fig. 6. Goniometer, c.1870. 
From Dana, 1885. 



Better incorporate and reference Orlando Mezabota's essay:  
see here. 
Study more carefully other possible references to this subject in 
Finnegans Wake. For example: 
 

 
 
 
 
Goniometer 

“and then at once focuss his whole 
unbalanced attention upon the next octagonist who managed to 
catch a listener's eye,” (174.16-18) 
 
“Whence. Quick lunch by our left, wheel, 
to where. Long Livius Lane, mid Mezzofanti 
Mall, diagonising Lavatery Square, up Tycho 
Brache Crescent,2  shouldering Berkeley  Alley, 
querfixing Gainsborough“ (260.08-12) 

 
Crystal 
 p. 38.13 and p. 84.28 
 

“is too funny for a fish and has too much 
outside for an insect; like a heptagon crystal emprisoms trues and 
fauss for us; is infinite swell in unfitting induments; once was he 
shovelled and once was he arsoned and once was he inundered 
and she hung him out billbailey; has a quadrant in his tile to tell 
Toler cad a'clog it is; offers chances to Long on but stands up 
to Legge before; found coal at the end of his harrow and moss- 
roses behind the seams; made a fort out of his postern and wrote 
F.E.R.T. on his buckler; is escapemaster-in-chief from all sorts 
of houdingplaces; if he outharrods against barkers, to the shool- 
bred he acts whiteley; was evacuated at the mere appearance of 
three germhuns and twice besieged by a sweep; from zoomor- 
phology to omnianimalism he is brooched by the spin of a coin;” 
(127.02 – 127.14) 

   
“this Esuan Menschavik and the first 
till last alshemist wrote over every square inch of the only fools- 
cap available, his own body, till by its corrosive sublimation one 
continuous present tense integument slowly unfolded all marry- 
voising moodmoulded cyclewheeling history (thereby, he said, 
reflecting from his own individual person life unlivable, trans- 
accidentated through the slow fires of consciousness into a divi- 
dual chaos, perilous, potent, common to allflesh, human only, 
mortal) but with each word that would not pass away the squid- 
self which he had squirtscreened from the crystalline world 
waned chagreenold and doriangrayer in its dudhud. This exists 
that isits after having been said we know. And dabal take dab- 
nal! And the dal dabal dab aldanabal! So perhaps, agglaggagglo- 
meratively asaspenking, after all and arklast fore arklyst on his 
last public misappearance, circling the square, for the deathf#^#te 
of Saint Ignaceous Poisonivy, of the Fickle Crowd (hopon the 
sexth day of Hogsober, killim our king, layum low!) and brandish- 
ing his bellbearing stylo, the shining keyman of the wilds of 
change, if what is sauce for the zassy is souse for the zazimas,the 
blond cop who thought it was ink was out of his depth but 
bright in the main.” (185.34 – 186.18) 

http://fuyublog.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/kevs-sermon-ad-usum-dolphini.pdf


 
“shunning the startraps and 
slipping in sliders, risking a runway, ruing reveals, from Elder 
Arbor to La Puiree, eskipping the clockback, crystal in carbon, 
sweetheartedly. Hot and cold and electrickery with attendance 
and lounge and promenade free. In spite of all that science could 
boot or art could eke. Bolt the grinden. Cave and can em. 
Single wrecks for the weak, double axe for the mail, and quick 
queck quack for the radiose. Renove that bible. You will never 
have post in your pocket unless you have brasse on your plate.’ " 
(579.03 - 579.11)                               

 
Dominique, June 16, 2013 
  

http://fuyublog.wordpress.com/
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